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IS EMOTET 
REALLY GONE 
FOREVER?

Endpoint Protection

We’ll take a real case to show you the risks: EMOTET
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Emotet is a banker trojan, polymorphic 
and difficult to detect using signatures. 
Its objective is to steal data, including 
user credentials stored on browsers or by 
spying on Internet traffic.

Given its effectiveness in terms of 
persistence and network propagation, 
Emotet is often used to download other 
malware, and is particularly popular as a 
tool for spreading banker trojans, such as 
Qakbot and TrickBot.

Compromised systems are contacted 
regularly with Emotet’s command and 
control (C&C) servers to find updates, 
send information from compromised 
computers and run fileless attacks with 
the downloaded malware.

Introduction

Once Emotet has infected 
a computer on a network, 
it exploits the EternalBlue 
vulnerability to spread 
and exploit endpoints with 
unpatched systems.
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Propagation

Emotet normally spreads via email, in infected 
attachments or encrusted URLs. 
 
The emails may appear to come from reliable 
sources, as Emotet takes over the email accounts 
of its victims. This helps to trick other users into 
downloading the trojan onto their system.

Given the way in which Emotet spreads across a 
corporate network, any infected computer on a 
network will re-infect others that were cleaned 
when they join the network.

Persistence

Emotet is designed to ensure it remains on the 
infected system and become active even though 
the system is restarted or the session closed, etc. 
To this end, it creates: 

• Copies of itself

• Registry keys with random names

• Services to remain active

Damage

Emotet is dangerous not only because of its 
unlimited ability to spread by exploiting the 
EternalBlue vulnerability, but also because it 
downloads and installs other malware, leaving 
the door open to any type of trojan, spyware or 
even ransomware.

Possible consequences include:

• Theft of personally identifiable 
information (PII)

• Leaking of financial and confidential 
information, which can be used for 
blackmail

• Theft of login credentials, making other 
accounts vulnerable

• Long remediation periods for network 
administrators

• Loss of productivity for employees whose 
endpoints have to be isolated from the 
network

Emotet: How does it spread and persist?

Take a look of the Emotet attack flow infographic >
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ATTACKER1 Victim receives a 
spam with WORD 
attachment

2

Victim opens 
the email and the 
attachment 

TRICKBOT spreads VIA 
SMB vulnerability to 
other clients/servers

Attackers install 
RYUK ransomware

Victim can restore �les
if they have offline 
backups

If all backups are 
encrypted, victim might 
pay huge ransom

3

Victim clicks 
away protected 
view and macro 
warnings

4 Macro downloads 
EMOTET from 
compromised website

5 EMOTET drops 
TRICKBOT
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7
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3
Ransomware begins 
process of encrypting 
files on the endpoint.

Message displayed 
con�rms the presence 
on the endpoint and 
provides intructions 
for paying the ransom.

Blocks malicious email with 
antispam.

Prevents access to known 
malicious URLs with URL 
�ltering. 

AD360 approach to defense: 

80%

Blocks script execution with 
macro detection and 
context-based detection.

AD360 approach to defense: 

70%

Blocks threats after lookup to 
the Collective Intelligence – 
the WatchGuard Cloud-based 
repository of malware and 
legitimate apps.

Blocks known/unknown 
threats with generalist 
signatures & heuristics.

AD360 approach to defense: 

60%

Blocks known browser 
exploitation with 
anti-exploit technology.

Blocks unknown exploitation 
with in-memory anti-exploit 
technology. 

AD360 approach to defense: 

50%

0% chance of success

The zero-trust model blocks 
any unknown binary coming 
from "outside" (email, web, 
network, device) until 
classi�ed.

The Zero-Trust Application 
Service automatically 
classi�es the payload in a 
Cloud-based 
machine-learning system.

AD360 approach to defense: 

0%

In the worse case, attackers 
are stopped here.

Adaptive Defense 360 automates a multi-layered 
defense against Emotet attack flow
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Protecting yourself from the Emotet campaign 
is not especially difficult as it spreads using 
malicious spam. Nevertheless, users in your 
organization may easily become victims of the 
phishing and social engineering techniques 
that are frequently used.

What makes this trojan really dangerous is its 
ability to automatically change its own code, 
making it far more difficult for a traditional 
antivirus to detect it.

Fortunately, however, companies protected by 
Panda Security are protected from this trojan, 
even if employees open the email and download 
the document.

What’s more, organizations protected with Panda 
Adaptive Defense and Panda Adaptive Defense 
360 are also protected against any known or 
unknown variant, trojan or malware that exploits 
the EternalBlue vulnerability.

Its managed Attestation service for classifying 
100% of applications and processes prevents 
them from running until they are classified as 
trusted.

 

Emotet: How does it spread and persist?

For more information on Panda Adaptive Defense 360 
download the product datasheet.
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https://watchguard.widen.net/s/5xxnlqghtk/datasheet_ad360_panda_security
https://www.pandasecurity.com/business/
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Remediation

Cleaning a network infected with Emotet 
involves following some key steps as rapidly as 
possible.

Implementing these steps without the adequate 
tools, automated and integrated in the security 
solution, is a risk-laden and lengthy procedure, 
which can even take months. During this time, 
an organization runs the serious risk of falling 
victim to this or any other cyber attack.

Persistence

Panda Adaptive Defense 360, in addition to 
protecting against Emotet and all its variants, 
provides you with other tools that facilitate and 
speed up the response to a potential incident:

• Automated remediation that destroys all 
traces of Emotet.

• For each detection, you can access the 
timeline of the actions taken during the 
incident. This timeline lets you identify 
where and when the attack took place, 
how it entered, and what the malware 
or attacker did while it was active on 
endpoints.

Response to incidents and remediation

Identify the computers 
affected by Emotet.

Isolate vulnerable 
computers.

Reconnect computers 
to the network.

Eliminate malicious 
executable files and roll 
back system changes.

Find out (or request from 
the IT team) the list of 
computers vulnerable to 
EternalBlue.

Key steps >
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Simple patching and updating from a 
single management console

In addition, Panda Patch Management, which 
is fully integrated into the Panda Adaptive 
Defense 360 management console, automatically 
identifies all computers vulnerable to EternalBlue 
or any other operating system or program 
vulnerability, and patches all of them in real time 
from the console with just a simple click.

There is no doubt that Panda Patch 
Management facilitates and speeds up this 
task both for the IT Operations team and for 
the Security team, who must ensure that this 
measure for reducing the attack surface is 
applied systematically.

Don’t let your organization be next on the list 

For more information on Panda Patch Management, 
download the product datasheet.

Video: Panda Patch Management

https://watchguard.widen.net/s/5czzc2mxwn/datasheet_patch_mgmt_panda_security
https://www.pandasecurity.com/business/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dl12sceHkBI
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Finally, the presence of  Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII) or sensitive data that 
could attract attackers, such as financial or 
confidential information, on users’ endpoints 
represents a latent security risk for your 
organization.

Panda Data Control helps organizations and 
the data steward identify this information in 
unstructured files on endpoints across the 
organization.

This assessment is the first step in the data breach 
risk management program. The automated 
classification of personal information, the search 
for sensitive information on endpoints, and the 
inventory and data evolution analysis are 
tools that help mitigate this risk.
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Panda Data Control

For more information on Panda Data Control, 
download the product datasheet.

Video: Panda Data Control

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dl12sceHkBI
https://watchguard.widen.net/s/fnhlqfpfrt/datasheet_data_control_panda_security
https://www.pandasecurity.com/business/
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Network Security

WatchGuard Network Security solutions are 

designed from the ground up to be easy to 

deploy, use, and manage – in addition to 

providing the strongest security possible. 

Our unique approach to network security 

focuses on bringing best-in-class, enterprise-

grade security to any organization, regardless 

of size or technical expertise.

Secure Wi-Fi

WatchGuard’s Secure Wi-Fi Solution, a 

true game-changer in today’s market, is 

engineered to provide a safe, protected 

airspace for Wi-Fi environments, while 

eliminating administrative headaches and 

greatly reducing costs. With expansive 

engagement tools and visibility into 

business analytics, it delivers the competitive 

advantage businesses need to succeed.

Multi-Factor Authentication

WatchGuard AuthPoint® is the right solution 

to address the password-driven security gap 

with multi-factor authentication on an easy-

to-use Cloud platform. WatchGuard’s unique 

approach adds the “mobile phone DNA” 

as an identifying factor to ensure that only 

the correct individual is granted access to 

sensitive networks and Cloud applications.

Endpoint Security

WatchGuard Endpoint Security is a Cloud-

native, advanced endpoint security portfolio 

that protects businesses of any kind 

from present and future cyber attacks. Its 

flagship solution, Panda Adaptive Defense 

360, powered by artificial intelligence, 

immediately improves the security posture 

of organizations. It combines endpoint 

protection (EPP) and detection and response 

(EDR) capabilities with zero-trust app-lication 

and threat hunting services.

WatchGuard Unified Security PlatformTM

About WatchGuard

WatchGuard® Technologies, Inc. is a global leader in network security, endpoint security, secure Wi-Fi, multi-factor authentication, and network intelligence. The company’s award-winning products and services 

are trusted around the world by more than18,000 security resellers and service providers to protect more than 250,000 customers. WatchGuard’s mission is to make enterprise-grade security accessible to 

companies of all types and sizes through simplicity, making WatchGuard an ideal solution for midmarket businesses and distributed enterprises. The company is headquartered in Seattle, Washington, with 

offices throughout North America, Europe, Asia Pacific, and Latin America.
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